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SMALL BURGERS, HUGE DISCOUNT 
Profitable business obscured by segment losses; enormous margin of safety built in 

About the Business – An-Shin Food Services Co., Ltd (安心食品) is a Taiwan-listed company that is the 

master franchisee of the ubiquitous MOS Burger chain in Taiwan. It is also the franchisee in China and 
Australia. The business sells Japanese-influenced burgers. The first Taiwan outlet was established in 1991 and 
the business was listed in 2011. It is the second largest western fast-food chain in Taiwan with 242 (Nov 
2016) stores, behind McDonald’s 413 stores. Its presence in China (subsidiary) and Australia (associate) is 
represented by 14 and 6 stores respectively. An-Shin pays its parent company, MOS Food Services, Inc. (“MOS 
Japan”) – listed in Japan – royalty fees, cost of wholesale ingredients, etc. 
 
Moat – Intangibles (Brand): Well-recognised brand and familiar products in Taiwan over more than 2 decades. 
Economies of scale: Relatively large network of 242 outlets allow certain degree of bargaining power over 
suppliers and ability to spread it over a larger base (eg. Advertising, etc). Overall, An-Shin appears to have a 
relatively narrow moat. 
 

Quality of Financials and Business – The business has an anaemic CAGR topline growth of 2.4% from 2011 (TWD4.02bn) to 2015 
(TWD4.42bn). However, growth has been improving, with overall 6M2016 revenue up 6.4% year-on-year (“y-o-y”). This was despite 6M2016 y-o-y 
revenue contribution from China declining 24.7%, which implies Taiwan growing more than what surface figures show. Importantly, Taiwan is 
profitable and China is not, and the growth was achieved organically with insignificant outlet openings.  
 
Over the past 3 years, accounting profits have risen, mainly due to its China operations’ losses narrowing. Operating cash flows and free cash flows 
(“FCFs”) have similarly increased over the past 4 years. FCFs exceeded profits by a wide margin over the past 4 out of 5 years, mainly due to a 
slowing pace of store expansion (particularly in China) in recent years which resulted in capex being lower than depreciation charges. In 2011 and 
2012, heavy capex were incurred due a jump in store openings. For FY2015, An-Shin registered an operating cash flow of TWD395.0mn and a FCF 
of TWD314.0mn. 
 
An-Shin has a rock solid balance sheet, with cash and available-for-sale (“AFS”) securities totalling TWD1.77bn (or 72.5% of market cap), zero 
debt; vs shareholders’ equity of TWD1.69bn. This essentially translates to An-Shin running on negative invested capital, with return on invested 
capital (“ROIC”) at infinity. Over the past years, the FCF ROICs have been above 20%, other than in 2012 when capex exceeded operating cash 
flows due to store count expansion. An-Shin has been paying dividends to shareholders over the years. FY2015’s total dividend of TWD74.5mn 
represents a 24% payout of FCF and a dividend yield of about 3.7% (as at 23 Dec 2016). While total dividend payments have risen 106% 
since 2011, it can afford to pay out more.  
 
Risks and Mitigating Factors 

 MOS Japan not open to returning cash (due to Japanese culture 
and parent makes more money from ingredient wholesaling, etc 
than dividends) 
o Likely. However, the largest shareholder of An-Shin at 

27.56%, Kuang Yuan Company (光元實業 ), is 50.71% 

owned by An-Shin’s Chairman’s wife. Plus the fact that the 
Chairman is about 75 years old, there may be motivations to 
unlock excess cash  

 MOS Japan raises fees and costs to drain An-Shin’s cash 
o As An-Shin’s 2

nd
 largest shareholder 25.00% stake, it is 

unlikely for MOS Japan to shoot itself in the foot  
o In any case, An-Shin’s interest likely to be protected by its 

largest shareholder – Kuang Yuan Company 

 Losses from China operations may start to rise 
o Possible, but management appears to be keeping a close eye 

on narrowing losses in China over the years. Appears to be 
pulling out of unprofitable areas as clued in from declining 
revenue in China in 6M2016 

 Customers may tire of products; F&B competition 
o Nature of industry and hard to mitigate but the MOS brand in 

the region has anecdotally shown to often innovate the menu 
with special limited-time products 
 

Variant Perception and Catalysts – The market is pricing An-Shin as 
if accounting profit will remain depressed and excess cash will not be 
returned to shareholders. Its true profitability is obscured by 
China’s losses and high depreciation due to growth capex incurred 
years ago, And I expect losses in China to continue narrowing, 
which it has done since 2013. This has in turn boosted consolidated 
profits. Excluding China’s losses, overall profits in FY2015 would be 
52% higher (consolidated vs unconsolidated. Adjusted FCF 
(excluding interest income) wise, it would have improved by 17%. The 
continued higher ‘profitability’ could catalyse multiple re-rating by the 
market. The overall tapering off of depreciation also means the 
majority of fixed assets to be fully depreciated in 2-3 years at 
current rates which would translate to higher future accounting profits. 
The Chairman, who indirectly influences the largest shareholder, is 
senior in age and that may catalyse the return of excess cash. 
Meanwhile, cash will likely continue to build up from operating 
activities, potentially acting as its own catalyst to increase the 
‘undervaluedness’ and force a re-rating. 
 

Valuation – Optically, the valuation seems fair at a price to trailing-12-
months (“TTM”) earnings ratio of 17.7x. In reality, it is partly obscured by 
the large net cash and AFS holdings. Stripping these out, An-Shin trades 
at a ridiculously low adjusted TTM 6M2016 EV/FCF multiple of 3.2x 
(excluding interest income) and a TTM 6M2016 EV/EBITDA of 1.9x. 
Given that An-Shin is profitable, has a strong brand name and generates 
large operating cash flows, this appears to be unjustifiably low.  
 
To counter the possibility of current trough capex and to take into account 
F&B businesses requiring periodic store refurbishments, we get a still-
low adjusted EV/FCF adjusted multiple of 3.9x even after 
conservatively utilising average capex over 5 financial years of 
TWD186.3mn instead of TTM capex. The derivation of the adjusted FCF 
for the multiple assumes TTM 6M2016 operating cash flow of 
TWD373.0mn and deducts interest income of TWD16.1mn for an 
adjusted FCF of TWD170.6mn.  
 
Listed regional fast food and burger chain peers (Source: Bloomberg), 
includes MOS Food Services (Japan) itself, Yoshinoya (Japan), Jollibee 
Foods (the Philippines) and Fast Food Indonesia (Indonesia). They trade 
at an average EV/EBITDA multiple of 14.9x (median 15.8x, min 6.0x, 
max 19.4x) as compared to An-Shin’s 1.9x. Some of its peers invariably 
have higher growth profiles but the multiples’ gulf of difference seems 
unjustified. 
 
For private market transactions, there have been very few acquisitions 
within the space in Asia over the years. Expanding the search to include 
restaurant chains transactions over the past 10 years, we get an average 
EV/EBITDA multiple of 9.8x (median 10.0x, min 8.0x, max 11.2x). 
 
There is no exact science to derive the intrinsic value. However, given 
that the private market multiples are in a rather tighter range, is the lower 
of the 2 (trading vs private market comparables) and represents what 
sophisticated buyers paid for a significant part of the businesses, it should 
be justified to use 9.8x as a proxy to value the approximate intrinsic value. 
At 9.8x, An-Shin’s EV would be TWD3.5bn, which translates to an equity 
value of TWD5.2bn or a per share price of about TWD160.50. This 
represents a margin of safety of 53.0% from the current price of 
TWD75.40. Applying a margin of safety of 20.0%, which I deem sufficient 
due to the downside protection from An-Shin’s large cash and AFS 
holdings, the price to accumulate shares would be TWD128.40 per 
share. 
 

Conclusion 
While An-Shin is not the highest of quality or a high-growth business, a dividend yield above 3.0% (not accounting for withholding taxes) while awaiting 
the valuation gap to close for a business almost guaranteed to generate cash and has a large downside protection, it seems like a good investment 
proposition. At the current price of TWD75.40 per share vs intrinsic value of TWD160.50, the potential upside is about 113%.  
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Historical Financials (TWD ‘000) TTM 6M2016 TTM 6M2015 

 
 FY2015   FY2014   FY2013   FY2012   FY2011  

         
Taiwan segment revenue 4,434,235       4,162,840      4,276,278    4,087,524    4,144,119    4,170,716    3,981,606  

Growth (%) 6.5% -    4.6% -1.4% -0.6% 4.7% -  

China segment revenue         129,460          159,635         148,272       165,228       160,789       122,391          37,528  

Growth (%) -18.9%     -10.3% 2.8% 31.4% 226.1% -  

Total revenue      4,563,695       4,322,475      4,424,550    4,252,752    4,304,908    4,293,107    4,019,134  

Growth (%) 5.6% -    4.0% -1.2% 0.3% 6.8% -  

                  

Consolidated profit (inc. China)         137,667             54,582            86,328          45,089          23,772          30,226          35,309  

Unconsolidated profit (excl. China)          169,414          104,977         131,234          92,622          79,250          97,616       173,845  

Difference -31,747  -    -44,906  -47,533  -55,478  -67,390  -138,536  

Difference (%) 23% -    52% 105% 233% 223% 392% 

                  

Operating cash flow         373,001          353,006         394,992       363,221       243,874       198,022       443,682  

Growth (%) 5.7%     8.7% 48.9% 23.2% -55.4% -  

Capex -143,526  -105,210    -75,198  -86,841  -145,398  -326,017  -298,185  

Free cash flow         223,655          244,794         313,974       273,378          95,223  -143,473       138,378  

Growth (%) -8.6% -    14.8% 187.1% -166.4% -203.7% -  

Adjusted FCF 
(excl. interest income) 

        207,550          230,157         297,626       258,741          82,746  -153,354       128,280  

Growth (%) -9.8% -    15.0% 212.7% -154.0% -219.5% -  

                  

Equity      1,650,584       1,567,797      1,657,641    1,616,481    1,618,156    1,670,825    1,599,756  

Invested capital -178,776  -105,862    -103,511       132,351       340,041       311,187       111,773  

Adjusted FCF ROIC (excl. interest 
income) 

N/A^ N/A^   N/A^ 195% 24% -49% 115% 

 
^ - Negative invested capital 


